
Introduction to service design

step-by-step guide for fashion 

designers



Why service design?

• We live in service economy

• Most jobs are in the service sector

• seeing a practice as a service rather than product design 
opens new perspectives and possibilities for income 
generation

• service design takes user-centeredness further by not only • service design takes user-centeredness further by not only 
involving customers in the design process but designing 
with them. Co-creation is more than participatory design.

• Service design tools have been proven effective to find 
strengths and weaknesses in, for instance, finding the 
correct customer segment and correct tools for reaching 
the customers.



Basic methods

• there are a number of methods commonly 
used in service design 

• they are a combination of design and social 
sciences:sciences:

– brainstorming methods that boost creative 
thinking, 

– methods for the visualization of processes 

– participatory methods for understanding the 
client.



A service design workshop for fashion 

practitioners

• The following is an example of a 1-day 

workshop targeted to fashion SMEs that are 

already in business

• the starting point is the existing business • the starting point is the existing business 

concept

• the workshop is a collaborative process which 

results in a “living” document that the 

participants feel they own.



The schedule

• The basics in the Service design

• Breaking the ice: The Tree of Emotions

• Getting to know the client: Persona and 

ScenarioScenario

• Understanding the process: Blueprint

• Wrapping it up: The synthesis



A short introduction to Service design

• Service design is based on design thinking.

• Design thinking is not an established set of 

methods but rather a solution-driven 

approach to product and service development approach to product and service development 

that exploits creative thinking, visualization 

and, above all, curiosity

• it is based on divergent thinking, where each 

problem has multiple solutions instead of one



the iteration of service design:

1. Get to know your client

2. Generate ideas

3. Process the ideas and choose the best

4. Make rapid prototypes4. Make rapid prototypes

5. Test the prototypes

6. Improve the prototypes

7. Launch the service



The key terms of service design

• Customer journey
• is the service experience from the point of view of the 

customer, including emotions and feelings 

• Service path
• The visualized service process that starts with the first contact 

between the client and the service provider and ends when between the client and the service provider and ends when 
this interaction stops

• Service moment
• A step in the service process experienced by the customer as 

meaningful

• Touch point
• are the points on the service process where the customer is in 

touch with the service provider (e.g. websites, telephone calls 
etc) 



A short video of service design:

• http://www2.jamk.fi/~flash/palvelumuotoilu/

en/Main.html



Lets start working

• The Tree of Emotions is a useful tool to break 

the ice in the beginning of the workshop

• it helps to the team members to get to know 

each othereach other

• it creates an ambiance of trust and respect

• it produces relevant information of the 

emotions, feelings, values and views of both 

the client and the service provider



The Emotions Tree





Persona

• Persona is a fictive client, a representative of the 
customer segment the service targets at

• Persona has an identity (name, family, profession, 
nature etc).

To make persona more real, animal-profiles can • To make persona more real, animal-profiles can 
be used as sources of inspiration through 
association. Wikipedia articles provide useful 
information!

• Get under her skin! Imagine not only her needs 
but also her dreams and desires.



Scenario

• is a fictive situation where the client (= the 

persona) identifies a need and contacts the 

service provider

• the scenario can be taken as a starting point • the scenario can be taken as a starting point 

for the next step, visualization of the service 

process in the form of the blue print



Blueprint 

Service blueprints are a way to specify and detail 
each individual aspect of a service. This usually 
involved creating a visual schematic incorporating 
the perspectives of both the user, the service 
provider and other relevant parties that may be 
involved, detailing everything from the points of 
provider and other relevant parties that may be 
involved, detailing everything from the points of 
customer contact to behind-the-scenes 
processes.

Stickdorn, Marc. and Schneider, Jakob. (2011) 
This is Service Design Thinking; Book Industry 
Services (BIS) 



Blueprint

• is a detailed and visualized description of the 

service process, service path, that consists of 

touch points.

• helps the entrepreneur to identify the • helps the entrepreneur to identify the 

problems and discover the hidden potentials 

of her business.



Note that making blueprints take a lot 

of time and effort 

but are totally worth it!



This is how it looks like

Service path

Physical evidence

User action

Frontstage

backstage

Feelings

Others







It is like a cake, with layers



Each layer

• describes a process from different angle.

• The first layer describes the process

• The second layer describes the role of the service 
providerprovider

• The third layer describes the role of the user

• the fourth layer describes the role of the others 
involved

• The fifth layer describes the entrepreneurs 
feelings



How to make a blueprint?

• You walk the persona through the service 

process (=scenario), each touch point at a 

time. time. 

• You can draw or just write the different touch 

points on the post-its

• Write all the additional ideas on post-its and 

put them in the wall. Each idea is valuable and 

useful in the process!



but you cannot make a 

Blueprint without post-its! Blueprint without post-its! 

☺☺☺☺



Wrapping up

• After the blueprint is done the team needs a longer 
coffee-break 

• After the break the outcome of the blueprint should be 
discussed

• Were there any bottle necks, problems or rooms for 
improvement identified?

• Were there any bottle necks, problems or rooms for 
improvement identified?

• Did you discover new possibilities for income 
generation? Maybe even a new business ideas?

• What did the persona tell the service provider?

• How could the service provider take the customers into 
account in the design process? Is there a need to 
explore the user-centered methods in fashion design?


